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star trek starfleet technical manual training command - written by franz joseph schnaubelt himself more of a lost in
space fan the technical manual was a vast and beautiful extrapolation from the original series of star trek, amazon com star
trek star fleet technical manual - written by franz joseph schnaubelt himself more of a lost in space fan the technical
manual was a vast and beautiful extrapolation from the original series of star trek, starfleet memory alpha fandom
powered by wikia - starfleet was the deep space exploratory and defense service maintained by the united federation of
planets its principal functions included the advancement of federation knowledge about the galaxy and its inhabitants the
advancement of federation science and technology the defense of the, phaser memory alpha fandom powered by wikia phaser rifle 2260s phaser technology used by starfleet was preceded by phase modulated particle weapons in the mid 22nd
century including such weapons as the hand held phase pistol and ship mounted phase cannon laser weapons such as the
laser pistol were also used before phasers became the standard issue weapon in the starfleet arsenal star trek enterprise all
tos the cage, ex astris scientia starfleet ship classes a k - akira general description the akira class is a relatively large
type of starship with heavy armament the warp pylons are swept downward and are affixed at their upper ends to two
catamaran like secondary hulls which run into the top of the saucer section, ex astris scientia federation space stations amargosa observatory general description the amargosa observatory was a small starfleet science outpost located in the
amargosa system as of 2371, star trek blueprint database cygnus x1 net - cygnus x1 net a tribute to star trek is
maintained by john patuto cygnus x1 net is in no way associated with nor endorsed by paramount pictures and or viacom
pocket books and or simon schuster their parents or their affiliates, list of star trek starfleet starships wikipedia - this is a
list of federation starships from the fictional star trek universe the list is organized first by ship class then registration number
name and finally where that vessel was referenced these vessels appear or are mentioned in the original star trek series tos
star trek the next generation tng star trek deep space nine ds9 star trek voyager voy star trek enterprise, transporter star
trek wikipedia - a transporter is a fictional teleportation machine used in the star trek universe transporters convert a
person or object into an energy pattern a process called dematerialization then beam it to a target where it is reconverted
into matter rematerialization the term transporter accident is a catch all term for when a person or object does not
rematerialize correctly, star trek book guide cygnus x1 net - best of trek 22 books in this series episode guides 37 books
in this series analysis criticism series discussions 37 books in this series the making of books 17 books in this series files
magazine books 79 books in this series giant poster book 18 books in this series, star trek the original series series tv
tropes - star trek is the first show in the star trek franchise after the release of its spinoff series and the movies it has been
retroactively called star trek the original series to differentiate it from the franchise as a whole the origin of the show came
when gene roddenberry was looking to write hard hitting political and moral commentary and could not do so with the
regular dramas of the time
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